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Abstract. Let M be the (n + l)-dimensional Minkowski space, n > 3. The energy of a

solution ip to Dirac's equation in M is a sum of n terms, the / th term depending on \p and

the space derivative difz/dx^. We show that if the Cauchy datum for is compactly

supported, then each of these terms is eventually constant. Specifically, if \p is initially

supported in the closed ball of radius b about the origin in space (R"), then for times

\t\> b, they'th term is equal to the energy of theyth Riesz transform (-A) 1/2(9/3x7)^,

which also solves Dirac's equation.

We give similar results for other conserved quantities, which arise due to the conformal

invariance of Dirac's equation, in place of the energy. The Lorentz quantities are

eventually partitioned into a number of linear functions of the time, while the zeroth

inversional (or "conformal") quantity is partitioned into quadratic functions of the time.

0. Introduction. In [5], Duffin used the Paley-Wiener Theorem of Fourier analysis to

prove energy equipartition for the wave equation, a result first explicitly stated and proved

by Lax and Phillips in [7]. Specifically, the statement is that the energy of a classical

solution to the wave equation, compactly supported in space at some fixed time, is

partitioned in finite time into exactly equal kinetic and potential parts. Though the result

is stated in [5] for 3 space dimensions, the same proof goes through for odd space

dimension n > 3. In [4], Dassios uses the same method to prove finite time energy

equipartition (into equal electric and magnetic parts) for Maxwell's equations. Again, the

result can be stated and proved for odd space dimension n > 3 (the electromagnetic field

being an (n + l)/2-form).

In [1] and [2], the author considered the problem of partitioning the "higher" conformal

conserved quantities for the wave and Maxwell equations. It was shown that under the

same compact support assumption on Cauchy data, the conserved quantities coming from

Lorentz invariance are partitioned in finite time into a number of linear functions of the

time t, and that the "zeroth inversional", or "conformal" conserved quantity is partitioned

into quadratic functions of t. These theorems resulted from a partitioning of certain first

and second moments of the energy into kinetic and potential (or electric and magnetic)

parts.
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Dirac's equation is also conformally invariant, and our purpose here is to determine

how the energy, Lorentz quantity, and zeroth inversional quantity (all of which can be

calculated using the Lagrangian formalism) are partitioned. Dirac's equation differs from

the wave and Maxwell equations in that there is no separation between kinetic and

potential energy, and in that the energy is not positive. Instead of an equipartition of

energy, we find a partition into n terms, each of which is constant after finite time. These

eventual constant values are the energies of the various Riesz transforms

( —A)~1/2(0/3Xj)\p of the original solution \p. (These transforms also solve Dirac's

equation.) It is important to note (see Remark 5,e below) that this result is not only

different from the energy equipartition result given by Costa and Strauss in [3], but deals

with an entirely different conserved quantity.

Longer calculations of the type used for the energy give the desired results on partition

of the higher conserved quantities.

The approach used here for Dirac's equation can also be applied to the wave equation

to further partition the potential energy. If u = u(x, t) is a solution of the wave equation

with u( •, 0) and (du/dt)( ■, 0) supported in (| x |< b}, then for 11 |s= b, each of the n terms

5119^/9^11^2 in the potential energy of u is constant. The same idea applied to moments

of the energy leads to further partitioning of the Lorentz and zeroth inversional quantities.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 1, we standardize notation and record the

conformal conservation laws associated with Dirac's equation. In Sec. 2, we partition the

energy, in Sec. 3 the Lorentz quantities, and in Sec. 4 the inversional quantity. In Sec. 5,

we make some remarks and state some related results, including the new results for the

wave equation described above.

1. Dirac's equation and associated conservation laws. Fix an odd integer n > 3, and let

M be the {n + l)-dimensional Minkowski space, with coordinate functions (x,t) =

(xu...,x„, t). For our purposes, a spinor on M is a C00 function \p: M -> CN, where

N = 2<n+1)/2. Dirac's equation is

xj/ = 2 I1-1)
7-1

where the dot denotes 9/91, 9y = 3/0.*,, and the ay are N X N complex matrices satisfying

<Xjak + akaJ = 28Jk, (1.2)

a*=aj. (1.3)

In terms of the so-called "y-matrices" on M, a; = 7/70, where y0 is the matrix correspond-

ing to the time coordinate. The particular representation of the relations (1.2) and (1.3),

and even the dimension N of the representation space, will be immaterial to the results

below.

Let ( , ) and 11 denote the usual inner product and norm in C^, and let (( , >) and || ||

be the inner product and norm in L2(R", C'v);

f (4>(x),4>'(x)) dx.
J R"
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Let § denote the taking of the imaginary part. As a consequence of its conformal

invariance, Dirac's equation admits (n + 2)(« + 3)/2 independent conserved quantities.

These are the integrals over space (R") of the densities [6]

e = 3 ( ^ oljdj\p, > (energy density),

J

Pj — ̂ (dj\p, 4>> (linear momentum densities),

Xjk = Xjpk — xkPj — (a^, ak\p) (angular momentum densities),

b: = tpj + Xjt (Lorentz densities),

h = te + 2 xjPj (dilational density),

j

'o = (r2 + ?2)e + 2/^XjPj (zeroth inversional density),

j

i, = -2tXjE - 2xj^xkpkJ
k

+(r2 — t2)pj + ak\p) (Jth inversional density).
k

Here and below, the indices j, k, m, and q run from 1 to n, and r2 = 2 ]x1]. The integrals

are conserved (with suitable decay assumptions on ip) because the time derivative of each

density is an exact divergence:

e = = V • /?,

Pj = 23fc(^(3y*.«^)) - V • 7Tj,
k

\jk = V • (Xjirk-xkVj) + 2 2dm(S(ajakami>t))>
m

bj = rv • itj+ V • (xfi) + | M1))*
Z k

h = rv ■ P + v • 2 *,*/)>
7

»0 = v • {r2P) + t2V ■ p + 2/2 v • (XjiTj) - 29/(^2 (xkaj^, a^)),
J j V * '

ij = -2/V • (*/) - 22 v • + V ■ (r2^)
k

-r2 V • / 2 9/t( ̂ )) - 2 9m(^ (**«./«*««*> f )) •
k m

The conserved integrals will be denoted £, Aj7t, 5;., //, /0, /.; for example,

£ = fR„edx. (E and // re not to be confused with electric and magnetic fields.) When

dealing with more than one Dirac spinor, we write E = E(\p), P} = Pj{yp), etc. Our main

results concern E (Sec. 2), Bj (Sec. 3), and I0 (Sec. 4).
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2. Energy partition. Let denote Fourier transformation in the x variables: if / is a C°

function of x and t, say Schwartz class in * for fixed /, then

f(k,t) = (2ir) "/2 f e,x if(x, t)dx,
J R»

where dx is Lebesgue measure. (The dependence on t will sometimes be suppressed.) The

Fourier transform of a spinor is defined component by component, i.e., by (if)x = (\px)

for A = 1,... ,7V. We record the identities

(9/^) = y^, (*,*) =

(We shall rely on the context to distinguish between 0; = 3/3Xj and 9; = 3/3£,.)

In £-space, let p = 2; and Oj — it/p. We define the Riesz transforms

3 / 1 -
Rrf = = Tft*

ft i

Similarly, we have the iterated Riesz transforms

3 9
-RJRk4/ = ^=(6J8kj)\ iEL2.

Our energy partition result states that for Dirac spinors with compact support in space

at time 0, the summand i((ajdj\p, \p)) (fixed j) in E(\p) eventually takes on the exact

value E(Rj\p). (Note that a Riesz transform of a solution to (1.1) is again a solution.) Two

remarks on notation are important: (1) Summation over repeated indices is never implied:

all intended summation signs are explicitly supplied; (2) ^ will denote \p(-, t), and never

the time derivative of \p, which is denoted xf.

Theorem 2.1. If ^ solves (1.1) and \p0 = ip(-, 0) is supported in [r =£ b}, then for 11\» b,

^{(ajdA> "/'/))= 3 "A j j"

Thus the left side of (2.1) takes on the value of the constant of motion E(Rj\p) for \t\> b.

For the proof, we apply the Paley-Wiener Theorem according to the method of Duffin

[5] (see also [4, 1, 2]).

Definition 2.2. A (possibly vector-valued) function /(z) of one complex variable is of

exponential type a > 0 if for each e > 0, there is a constant Ae with |/(z) Aee(a+e)^.

Theorem 2.3 (Paley-Wiener). Let f(z) be an entire function (possibly vector-valued), of

exponential type a, and of class l) on the real axis. Then the Fourier transform of the

restriction of /(z) to the real axis is zero outside [-a, a].

Proof of Theorem 2.1. By (1.2), the components of xp solve the wave equation: = Axp.

Fourier transforming, we find that ^(|) is a solution of the ordinary differential equation

ii + p2u = 0, (2.2)
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with initial data

"0 = 4(0. (2-3)
' k

(The compact support assumption allows us to interchange and . Since the wave

equation has finite propagation speed, \p has compact spatial support at each fixed time.)

The problem (2.2), (2.3) has the explicit solution

"r = 4(0 = 4(£)cospt + j %ak6kj0(Z)smpt. (2.4)
' k

Now ff((ctjdji//,, *//,))= 9((l/i)((aJ£J\p!, but (2.4), together with the trigonometric

identities

cos2f = ^(1 + cos2f),

sin2f = ^(1 - cos2f), (2.5)

sin f cos f { sin 2f,

yields

i((i/i){ajijh,b)) = |(*o + X2) + H*o - X2)cos2pt + ^,sin2pt,

where

*0 = $(}(«,€,&,&)),

*. = 5(2(0^, |«a4)),

X2 = $ ( - { ( aAA0» 4 ) + 7 ( 2 "*£*4> 0/4

(The formula for Z2 involves some simplification using (1.2) and (1.3).) Integrating over |,

we get

+ 4 /" (*0-X,)cos2ptdZ + ±f *,sin2ptdi. (2.6)
R" R"

We would like to show that the integral terms in (2.6) vanish for 11 \> b.

Switching to spherical coordinates, the integral terms become

ijf p"~yn t(X0- X2)d0jcos2ptdp

+ jj Pn '^J Xtd0jsin2ptdp,
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where d6 is the usual measure on the unit sphere S"1-1. Let 0 = (0{,... ,0n), so that

£ = p0. (The 9j are not angular variables, but components of the unit vector in the

direction £.) By definition,

4>o(Z) = (Pe) = (2^)"/2f eipxe\P0 {x)dx.
J{r^b)

With 0 fixed, this integral converges for all complex p, yielding an entire extension of \f0,

of exponential type b, and of Schwartz class in real p. The same is true for \p0, though the

extension of \j/0 is not the complex conjugate of the extension of \p0; in the integral

formula, ip0 is conjugated and the i in the exponent is changed to but the p is not

conjugated. Since t-k = p0k, the Xp extend, for fixed 0, to entire functions of p of

exponential type 2b, of Schwartz class in real p. (Multiplication by a polynomial in p does

not change the exponential type.) Furthermore,

Xp(-P,-0) = Xp(P,0), p = 0,2;

Xl(-p,-0) = -Xl(p,0).

Thus

Y0 = P"~'( (X0-X2 )d0,
sn~

Y\ = P""1/ Xxd9
J CM— 1

are entire, of exponential type 2b, and of class L1 in real p. Because n — 1 is even, 70 is

even and Y, is odd. This means that the integral terms in (2.5) are equal to

/277 „
— (y0(2r)+ T,(20),

since the Fourier transform of an even (odd) function is a cosine (sine) transform. By the

Paley-Wiener Theorem, the integral terms vanish for 11 \> b, and (2.6) becomes (2.1). □

3. Partition of the Lorentz quantities. We show next that under the same compact

support assumption on \p0, each term $ ((xmajdj\p, if/)) (fixedj) in the Lorentz quantity

ajdjt> $ ) ) + ( <9m^, t ) )J J
j

is eventually a constant-coefficient linear function of t, with coefficients depending only

on ip0.

Theorem 3.1. If ^ solves (1.1) and \p0 is supported in {r b), then for 11\> b,

i
A3 ( ( XmaA^t $ \\Xm2 akdkt0. X to

k

-rt { ( + I^((w^0, ~/T^o ) )• (3.1)
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Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we get

3 ( ( XmajMt' ) ) = -3 ( ('am( aAA )'i))

= ( ( ctj(jd„rft ><&))>

since (a-i£, if) is real. Now

9«*» = j^O + 7 1 a^^m'/'ojcos fit

+ l-rtmt0 + 7 2 aA9m4 + 7«mtr ~ 7 2«A®«-^lsin Pt- (3-2)
k I p I - m p J

Using the double angle identities (2.5), we get

-9(ajijdJn i ) = i(*o + X2) + HX0 ~ X2)cos2pt + {Xx sin2pf, (3.3)

where (after some simplification of X0 and X2)

^0 = 0' Jo ) ~~ ̂ ( y ( 0' tfJo ) ) >

= -J ( ay£, (dj0 + 2 a Jo I j 2 «M )

ajOj ( ~'Lio + 7 2 «A-.tfinrio + ~ } 2 "A^O ) » 4-5

■^2 = ^ (aj^j^mJo> Jo) _ 25 ( 2 Q-k^lfimJo' 8j2Jo* *

+ 2 5 ̂ <Xjakam\p0, OjOkip0) — 51 y (£m<A)> 0/Jo)j ■

Integrating (3.3) in £, the method of Section 2 works perfectly to show that the integrals

involving the trigonometric functions vanish for \t\> b. (3m^0 = (ixm\p0) has an entire

extension with the same properties as that of \f0.) The other integrals simplify to

-$ ̂ ^2aAi(£*^o)> ~ y ((£mJo> ff/Jo))j

+ i2$((aj*k*mjo'0Afi<>))■
k

Applying the Plancherel Theorem, we get (3.1). □

Thus Bm(\p) is eventually partitioned into n + 1 linear functions of t, the coefficients of

which may be calculated from the Cauchy datum \p0.
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Remark 3.2. The interpretation of (3.1) in terms of constants of motion of the solution

is not so clear-cut as for the energy. (3.1) implies that

S((xM«,3,*„ +,)) = Bm{RJ+) ~ tPjRj)

+ UP fr-

it appears that the coefficients of this linear function of t, though constant, cannot be

expressed entirely as constants of motion of Riesz transforms of \p.

4. Partition of the zeroth inversional quantity. The zeroth inversional quantity may be

written

I0 = $^x'%ajdjt,xtjj + t2E + 2rt((x- V*,*»

Here x\p, for example, is to be thought of as a "vector of spinors" (x^,... ,xn\p), and

x ■ denotes 2k xkdk\f/. We would like to show that each ^((xa^xp, x\p)) (fixed j) is

eventually a constant-coefficient quadratic polynomial in t.

Theorem 4.1. If xp solves(1.1) and 4>0is supported in {r « b}, then for \t\> b,

i ( ( xotjdji,, xxp,) ) = 4 x 2 akdki0' x j |

+ t2^(^a:kdkt0,

-2tiUx ■ V^o, X^0}}

+ S^{jvj¥i(4-0

Proof. Since (ai, x;\p) is real, we have

$((xajW>xf))= y((ajdj(x$)>x^))= ^(y((aAv^')))'

where the gradient is in the £ variables. Rewriting (3.2) in vector notation, we get

= jv4 + 4 2«*M4jcosp'

+ \-tHo + { 2«Av& + } l>akeJ^ - 7 S«*M^}sinp/,

where ek is the /cth standard basis vector in R ".
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In analogy with Sees. 2 and 3, we write

7 (a/£/V<A> )) = i(^o ^2) i(^0 ~ X2)cos2pt

+ ^X,sin2 pt, (4.2)

where (after a very tedious calculation to simplify X2)

*o = 3()(a^Wo,V«£o))

+t23 | - y ( Uj^Q, l£0 ) + J 2 <*k£k$0 > OjHo I

+ 2ti[-(aj6'2<*A£ ■ vj0,\£0 )+lU- V^. 0/4 ) ) >
J J A

k

*2 = v4> + 7 2 («Mtk$o)> v(0/4))

2
+ 7 2 (aj(Xkatrfim4'0> ej6A))

k,m

~ 7 2 (( aj0jek4o, dJo ) + (3*( «/A^o)' 4 ))
k

7 2 ((0 > M 0/4)) + (9/t()- °fjo))' *

+t2$[ 7(0^.4, 4)) +2^(a/y2«A^- Wo ,\fo
k

In deriving the expression for X2, we have repeatedly used the formula

9A = («fcM - MJ/P- (4-3)

The proof that the integrals

f (X0 — X2)cos2pt d£, f Xt sin 2pt d£ (4.4)
JR" JR"

vanish for \t\> b now goes through as in Sees. 2 and 3, with one slight modification.

Because of (4.3), the extensions to complex p of functions like dk(otj6jOk4>0), and thus the

extension of X2(■, 6), may have simple poles at p = 0. To get around this, we note that for

fixed 6, Z = p2X2 is entire, of exponential type 2b, and of Schwartz class in real p.

Furthermore, Z(-p,-0) = Z(p, 6). Since n > 3, p"~3/s»-iZdd is entire, of exponential

type 2b, of class L1 in real p, and even. Thus the integrals (4.4) vanish for 11 \> b.
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By (4.2), then, the eventual value of 3((l//)((a/£JVi/',, V^» is

i f(X0 + X2) di = s{ j l(2«MZk+o), v(^o)J
r" r \x *

*2

+ y 2z((v ' UV'oM/Vo))

+ { 2 2 ( ( ajakan$rAo> ) )
k m

~~ 7 S((«/Ai9A)) 2 ({dk{ajQjOk1Po)> $0)) (4-5)
A: k

- 7 2 ( (1a* 4' 3* (0/ 4)) ) - 7 2 ( ( 3* («ft io) <0/ 4>o ) ) } •
k k

By the skew-adjointness of 9^, the last four terms above sum to 0. (0,6k\p0 is in the L2

Sobolev class Ht<n~X)/2 C //', since each differentiation introduces one new factor of p~'.)

Applying the Plancherel Theorem to (4.5) without these terms, we get exactly (4.1). □

Formula (4.1), the energy partition result, and the identity

z0 = (r2 — t2)e + 2th

show that I0 is eventually partitioned into 2n + 1 constant-coefficient quadratic or linear

functions of t.

5. Remarks.
(a) The energy partition result trivially gives a partition result for the dilational quantity

H, since h = te + 1kxkpk. The result on partition of the Lorentz quantities gives a

partition result for the mth inversional quantity /„,, since

im = -2tbm - 2xm^xkpk + (r2 + t2)pm +
k k

H is partitioned into n + 1 linear functions,

t9((aJdJf,ip))=tE(RJf), \t\>b;

29((xjdjt,t)) = H(f) - tE(t), all t.
k

Im is partitioned into n + 3 quadratic functions, n + 1 of them making up the -2

term, using Theorem 3.1; and the other two being t2Pm{\p) and Im(^) ~ t2Pm(^) +

2'Bjn
(b) It is natural to ask whether the present approach gives new information about

solutions of the wave equation ii — Aw. (Again we assume odd space dimension n > 3.)
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Let v = it. Conserved quantities of interest are [8]

E(u) = illull2 + illVM||2 (energy),

Pm(») = <<9mw' v)) (momenta),

Bmiu) = «)) + K(^Vm' Vm))+ tPm(u) (Lorentzquantities),

fl — 1
H(u) = tE(u) + ((x ■ v«, t>)) + —^— (("> u)) (dilational quantity),

/„(«) = ilMI2 + ilkvwll2 + t2E(u)
n — 1

W12+ 2f ((x ■ Vw,f)) —

+ (« — 1)/ ((m, c)) (zeroth inversional quantity).

We would first like to know whether the constituents +119,«112 of the potential energy

eventually take on constant values, assuming compact support for u0 and v0. The answer

is yes, as we can see formally, without doing the Paley-Wiener calculation, by applying

energy equipartition to the wave equation solution RjU. This solution has potential energy

5 V(9,-/v/-A)m||2 = ^119,w112, which should eventually equal [EiR^). In fact, this ap-

proach can be made rigorous, even though the Cauchy data for Rtu are not, in general,

supported in {r < b) when u0 and v0 are. What matters is that the extensions of 0Ju(j and

OjV0 to complex p have the correct exponential type, and that their inner products have the

correct total parity in p and 6. We have

Theorem 5.1. If u is a solution of the wave equation with u0 and f() supported in {r =£ b),

then

i 119/M112 = iE(Rju), \t\>b.

Of course, one could also prove Theorem 5.1 (and Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 below) by

applying Duffin's original method.

For the Lorentz quantities, the partition theorem analogous to energy equipartition was

given by the author in [1]:

{{(xmVu, V«))= ±Bm(u) ~ \tPm{u), \t\> b.

Just as for the energy, we can extend the eventual partition argument for Bm to cover the

non-compactly supported R u. This, along with a short calculation in the | domain (recall

(4.3)) which shows

((xjju,dju)) = ({xmv{Rju),v{Rju))),

gives

Theorem 5.2. If u is a solution of the wave equation with u() and v() supported in {/ b),

then

i((xjju,dju))= iBJRju) - \tPm(RjU), \t\>b.
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The situation for the inversional quantity I0 is similar. By a result of Zachmanoglou [9],

||w||2 is constant for 11 \> b if u0 and v0 are supported in {r < bj, say

||w||2 = C(u), \t\> b.

This result can also be extended to Riesz transforms of solutions with Cauchy data in

{r «£ b}. The partition result for 70, proved by the author in [1], says that

^||rvw||2 = jt2E(u) - tH(u) + j-/0(w) + " 2 1 C(u), \t\> b.

A calculation in the £ domain using (4.3) gives

^\\rdju\\2 = ^rviRjuW - t^\\RjU\\2.

Since the 70 partition result can be extended to R;u, we have

Theorem 5.3. If u is a solution of the wave equation with w0 and v0 supported in {r b},

then

i||ra,.«||2= ±t2E{Rjii) - tH(Rju) + $I0{Rju), \t\>b.

(c) For the Maxwell equations, one can apply the results of Remark b to a vector

potential (see [2, Remark 3.2]) to get new partition results. It seems, however, that these

new formulas must involve the vector potential explicitly, and cannot be written in terms

of the electromagnetic field alone.

(d) The above finite time partition results (for both the wave and Dirac equations), true

for solutions with compactly supported Cauchy data, can be extended to asymptotic

results for Cauchy data with suitable spatial decay. Essentially, one applies the Riemann-

Lebesgue Lemma in place of the Paley-Wiener Theorem (see, e.g., [4]).

(e) The energy partition result of Sec. 2 is quite different from the equipartition result

given by Costa and Strauss [3]. Their result concerns the conserved quantity ||t//||2. They

show that if a choice of a-matrices is made with

0

«/ =

where the oj are N/2 X N/2 matrices satisfying

°jak + °k°j = 2Sjk> a* =

then eventually,

ll^.ll2 + • " • +11V2II2 = H^/2+.ll2 + * * ' +II^H2-

Formally, this is wave equation energy equipartition for the potential

(-A) i/2(^i,...,^/2).
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